CERTIFICANT USE OF CMPP CERTIFICATION MARK AND CREDENTIAL

The following Certification Marks are owned by the International Society for Medical Publication Professionals (ISMPP), and are controlled by the ISMPP Certification Board.

| ISMPP CMPP™ | ISMPP Certified Medical Publication Professional™ |

ISMPP is providing the following information concerning the use of the CMPP mark in advertising and business materials, such as business cards, stationery and/or letterhead, email signatures, brochures, Internet websites, or signs.

The CMPP mark may be included on a medical publication professional’s advertising and business materials with the name of the certificant and a reference to the professional services performed by the certificant (e.g., medical editor, medical writer, program director, scientific services). If possible, the mark should be accompanied by the appropriate trademark symbol, ® or ™, which are indicated with each mark in the list above. The CMPP certification marks may not be used to indicate that the certificant’s employer, or any company or organization, is certified by ISMPP.

Examples

John Smith
ISMPP Certified Medical Publication Professional™

If you have any questions concerning use of the CMPP marks, please contact the ISMPP Director of Credentialing at cmpp@ismpp.org. You may also refer to the formal policy on use of the CMPP marks at http://www.ismpp.org/cmpp-governance.